A Process Analytical Technology approach to near-infrared process control of pharmaceutical powder blending. Part III: Quantitative near-infrared calibration for prediction of blend homogeneity and characterization of powder mixing kinetics.
The Process Analytical Technology (PAT) initiative, undertaken by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), paves the way for improvement of drug manufacturing through real-time measurements that allow better process understanding. This study is the third and final Part in a series of studies that represent an integrated approach for real-time blend uniformity assessment using near-infrared (NIR) technology. In this study, the development of a quantitative NIR model for prediction of blending end point is presented. Process signature was built into NIR calibration models by using blend samples that were collected from actual blend experiments under different processing conditions. Evaluation of various calibration algorithms including principal component regression (PCR), partial least squares (PLS), and multi-term linear regression (MLR) was performed. It was found that linear regression, using a single wavelength, yielded optimum calibration and prediction results. The blending profiles predicted by the NIR quantitative model correlated well to those determined by the UV reference analytical method. Characterization of intra-shell versus inter-shell powder mixing kinetics and its implication in sensor positioning was also performed and will be discussed.